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Introduction

GaN is a wide, di rect gap Ill-V semiconducto r , with a bandgap of 3.4eV

In the ultraviolet, and which may prove to bea useful semiconductor for

microwave and forelectroluininescencelevlces. Its possible usefulness for

power microwave amplifiers (high—fiel d ,, transit-time controlled devices ) Is
based upon a predicted high saturated drift veloci ty and upon a predicted

high pair -production threshold. Taken together, these predi cted val ues

yi eld a f1gure—of~merit 20 times higher than that for Si for a fast power

amplifier.

The goal of this contract has been the prepa ration of su l table samples

to measure these ~ o vital parameters, and, incidentally, to establish the

technological base for the use of GaN in semiconductor devices. However,

three problems have interfered with the achievement of these goals.

First, the melting point of GaN is in the neighborhood of 2000°C and

the equilibrium N2 pressure over such a melt may be greater than 40,000 atm.

Even at 1000°, well below the mel ting point, the decomposition pressure is

al ready 100 atm. The trick to growi ng GaN is to note that at 1000°, 100 atm

of N 2 shoul d be in equilibri um with 10 torr of NH3. However , the homogeneous

dissociation of NH3 into N2 and H2 is very slow at temperatures below 11000

and so low pressures of NH3 can be used instead of high pressure s of N2 to

grow GaN well below its melting point, i n our case , by its chemical vapor
reaction wi th GaC1 . During this process , the Gat+ slowly di ssociates into Ga

and N2 . Hence , the growth Is basically a non-equilibrium process, where we

force the formation reaction to be faster than the decomposition reaction .

Second, unless the crystals are intentionally compensated, their

electrical properties are dominated by the presence of a nttive shallow

1
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donor at concentrations between io 18 and 1019 per cm3 and no low resistivi ty

p- type material has ever been reported.

Third, GaN Is normally grown on sapphire substrates . Thin crystals,

less than about 3Oum thick, often exhibit grain boundaries, voids, occlusions,

high dislocation densities and a considerable degree of strain. These de—

fects tend to diminish as the thickness increases. In addition, the resis-

tivity tends to increase wi th Increasing thickness .

In previous reports, we surmised. that the native donors might be associ-

ated in some way with these defects, and so we described the rapid growth of

thick (up to 5nut) crystals. However these were characteri zed by very heavy

Ga precipitation and by the appearance of cracks and voids . Last year we

described a high pressure—high temperature system that we were assembling in

order to anneal GaN crysal s and to grow GaN by liquid phase epitaxy using N2
instead of NH3 at temperatures much closer to the true mel ting point. The

system was designed to go to 1500°C and 10,000 atm, of N2, so as to study

and control the native donor, assuming its density to be relatable to equi-

librating N2 pressure and assuming 1500° to be high enough to allow equili-
• bratlon with bulk crystals. At that time we noted that all available crys-

tals were degenerately doped n—type by the native donor, so that the

electrical properties due to intentionally added impuri ties could not be

determined by simple Hall and resistivity measurements vs. temperature.

This meant that the basic semiconductor doping parameters , whtch elements

are donors, which acceptors , which shallow, which deep, were not known for

GaN. However , we discovered a technique, low temperature, bound-exci ton

luminescence, which was able to detect at least two acceptors and one

shallow donor In addi tion to the native shallow donor, unmasked by the

pervasiveness of the native donor.

2
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• In this report we show that the native donor Is not associated with

crystal imperfections. We can now grow thick crystals on sapphire via GaC1

and NH3 that are not cracked and are relatively free of precipitates and voids .

We can now grow thinner crystals (to 30gm) in which resisti vi ty and defects

no longer depend on thickness. We can grow extremely planar surfaces If we

use other substrate orientations. However, in all of these, the omni-

present native donor still dominates the electrical properties .

The high pressure—high temperature system is now set up and calibrated

to 1200° and 5,000 atm. of N2. We have succeeded in growing 3aN by liquid

phase epitaxy grom Ga and N2 and have started to anneal previously grown

specimens at these high N2 pressures . tt Is still too early to tel l whether

we can affect the native donor by these treatments.

We have doped CVD grown GaN crystals by Ion implantation or by doping

during growth wi th a wide selection of elements predicXed to be shallow

donors and shallow acceptors , or to be expected as conmion impuri ties . This
was done partly to establish a semi conductor technology for GaN - what are
the shallow donors and acceptors - and partly i.n an attempt to compensate

or otherwise affect the native donor. The low temperature photoluminescence

experiments extended to these materials have now provided us with a wealth
of information about these doping elements, not only from bound—exci ton
luminescence, but also from donor-acceptor and free-to—bound transitions.

We have now determined for the first time which elements are shallow donors

and which shallow acceptors in GaN ,what their Ionization energies are , and

also which elements give rise to deep levels.

During the photoluminescence experiments, we d.iscovered a broad emission

band which dominated the spectra at the highest excitation intensities.

This band exhibited stimulated emission gain. By analyzing this band (spectra,

exci tation dependence of spontaneous and stimulated emission , dependence on

3
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excitation volume, temperature dependence) we were able to show that the

• emission was due to formation of electron-hole liquid metallic droplets . We

were able to work out the phase diagram of this electron-hole liquid and to

show that this phase is stable to aver 80°K, the hi ghest stability of such

a phase in any material . By p*eparing good opti cal cavities In several

crystals wewere able to make ultraviolet lasers via this recombination

mechanism using optical pumping. Finally, from threshold and gain—loss

measurements on such lasers, we we re able to show that the losses deter-

mined indicate that these Gall crystals are of good semi conductor quality ,

despite the presence of the native donor.

The net resul t of our progress this year is the realization that it

Is only the native donor that stands in the way of our making definitive

drift velocity and pair production measurements and of utilizing GaN as a

“normal ” semiconductor. But now perhaps , we have the tools to al ter the

native donor density (high pressure N2 at high temperatures) and the means

to measure it (low temperature photolumi riescence).

Standard Crystal Growth by Chemical Vapor Depos ition

Our previous reports have described the slowly improving quality of

Gall grown epitaxially on sapphire by the CVD reaction of (MCi and NH3 at
aabout 1050 C. Our early resul ts indicated that the most rapid growth

occurred on R—plane (T012) substrates , although the surface growth norpho—

logy was not planar. We learned how to clean the sapphire (H2 at 1200°) to

avoid an extra slow—growth stage required during nucleation. We learned how

to minimize contamination. in the lO ’9-1020cm 3 range due to Si, a shallow

donor, by using an alumina liner in the furnace to eliminate contact with

4
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the fused silica envelope afld by using higher purity starting materials. The

elec tr ica l properties were now dominated by an always-present shallow donor,

2—5 x i&8cm 3, which we showed to be a native defect by elimi nating any associ-

ation beb~een it and any expected contaminant in that concentration range.

Since the bulk resistivity of the cryttalts Increased with thickness , we surmi sed

that this donor might be due to growth related imperfections which decreased with

thickness, and we began a program to grow very thick crystals.  By optimizing the

temperature profile, the flow rates, substrate placement and flow geometr~ we

were able to grow GeM single crystals on Zx2cm R-plane sapphire up to l Onin

thick. Last year we set up a second CVD apparatus to. grow such thick crystals

routinely. Last year we al so reported that such rapidly grown thick crystal s

were characteri zed by three types of defects : (1) a pervasive precipi tation of
0

very small (< 100 A) Ga particles , (2) large voids frequently containing free Ga

and usually oriented on crystallographic planes , and (3) ml crocracks on crystal

cleavage planes, starting from the uppermost surface, but seldom passing through

the entire thickness of the epitaxial GaN layer. These defects lead to catas-

trophic breakdown even in very modest electric fiel ds (1o~ -1O4V /cm) , and

aborted our attempted measurements of the high field drift velocity .

This year, we have therefore devoted a major effort in an attempt to

understand the origin of these defects in order to eliminate them. Our tools

have been optical microscopy , scanning electron microscopy, transmission elec-

tron microscopy and back—refl ection Laue x-ray diffraction .

First we consider the cracks. The coefficient of thermal expansion of

sapphire is larger than that of GeM. Thus on cooling the newly grown crys-

tal from 1050°C to room temperature , the sapphire shrinks more than the grown

crystal and therefore, the sapphire should be in tension, the GeM In

compression. Hence it is the sapphi re that should crack , not the (3aM .

5
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In fact, the sapphire does crack. Whenever the GeM layer thickness is

greater than about l0uin, the sapphire substrates always exhibit cracking

and crazing extending completely through their thickness. It is observed

that the Gall does not crack at all unless its thickness Is at least ZOOum

and then the microcracks fo rmed radiate from the top surface, rather than

from the interface with the sapphire and these usually do not propagate

all the way through to the interface. A very simple and straight-forwa rd

stress analysis shows why the GeM cracks even though It should be under

compressive s tress. The differenti al strain arising at the Interface re-

sults In a bending moment with the outer surface of the GaN being bowed

into a convex form. Al though the stress in the Gall Is compressive at the

interface , the bowing causes it to slowly change to a tensile stress at the

outer surface and this stress, maximum at the outer surface, increases for

thicker cyrstals where the bending (bowing) moment increases. This then

qualitatively explai ns why the thick layers (> ZOOum) exhibi t microcracks

and why these originate at the outer surface, rather than at the interface.

Quanti tatively, the calculated minimum tensile force which causes cracks to

appear at the onset ZOOum thickness due to differential thermal contraction

of the GeM—sapphi re sandwich from 10500 to room temperature is about two

orders of magni tude less than the predicted ultimate fracture strength of

an ideally perfect GeM crystal . Thus the cracks should originate at

locallized crystallographic defects. In fact, this Is exactly what is

observed. The cracks all originate at the upper Gall surface and always

pass through one or more of the large voids (discussed below) lying on or

dust below the surface-. Thus, to grow crysta1~ thicker than ZOOijm, growth

should be Interrupted prior to attaining this thickness.. The sapphire sub—

strata should then be removed (chi pped and ground off ) and growth resumed

6
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without the presence of the GeM—sapphire Interface . In fact , this procedure

does work and very thick crystals can be grown wi thout the associated

mjcrocracks . However, as noted belo~ the original motivation for growing

very thick crystals ( the increase In resistivity with thickness) is no

longer operative. For relati vely pure crystals, primarily low Si contami-

nation, the resistivity no longer increases with thickness, as long as the

thickness is greater than 30—50iim.

The second problem associated with the rapid growth of thick Gall crys-

tals on R-pl ane sapphi re is the frequent occurrenceof large voids , often

containing some free Ga. We have now shown that this feature Is associated

both with the substrata orientation and with the fas t rate of growth. The

best lattice match between GaN and R—plane (1012) sapphire is the (ll~0) prism

plane of GaN and the (3aM does exhibit that orientation, with its c-axis in

the plane of growth oriented parallel with the projection of the sapphi re c-

axis in that plane. This GaN prism plane Is. a very slow growth plane, and

unfortunately, the fast growth planes are not perpendicular to it. The

latter lead to the development of other (slow—growing or “equilibrium”) facets

which are predominantely R-planes (1012) or R—l ike pl anes (lOin) wi th

smaller angles between the plane and the c-axis.. This results in a non—planar

surface morphology. The surface consists of a series of ridges bounded by

these R— like planes . During the initial growth stage, many nuclei form,

each bounded by such planes. As the nuclei grow and merge, these form a

very large number 0f small ridges and valleys and the many re—entrant

boundaries In the valleys allow rapid growth to occur. As growth progresses,

the ridges tend to become fewer tn  number presumably due to slightly different

growth rates in adjacent valleys. As the ridges merge, the R-like facets

become larger and the number of re-entrant edges decrease , the latter re-

sulting In a decreased over-all growth rate. In addition, pri sm plane (slow

growth) facets begin developing from the edges of the crystals, again
7
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decreasing the number of re—entrant edges and decreasing the growth rate.

Thus, for thick crystals , the growth mechanism changes. The slow growing

R-llke planes become the dominant growth planes . These planes grow wi th

different growth veloci ties. Thus, for a ridge whi ch is the intersection of

two different planes of this type, one side of the ridge grows faster than

the other side. This leads to the development of “overhanging cliffs ” .

Continued growth extends these overhangs into cave-like structures, which

sometimes get covered over , formi ng cavi ties . These are the large gross

voids we ob,e,ve. Once thecavity is formed, it is no longer in contact wi th

NH3 and the (3aM slowly deocmposes into t3a and N2 leavi ng free Ga in the

voids. This problem then is associated with the appearance of well developed

large area facets as. the crystals become very thick. For thick crystals the

problem cannot be eliminated, but it can be minimi zed, by slowi ng the growth

rate down and supplying excess NH3 as the crystals get thicker. This slows

the growth of the overhangs and allows the valley growth to keep up with

ridge growth and avoid the formation 0f caves . At over-all growth rates of

6O~arn/hr , this becomes a problem when the crystals are only 3Oum thick. At

3Oum/hr void—free crystals can be grown to 6O~m thicknesses, and for very

slow growth rates, l— lO~jm/hr,. crystals. at least 20O~im thick can be grown

without such voids. Again, note that we no longer desire’ to grow crystal s

thicker than about 6Oum.

The last major defect of our standard CYD grown crystals on R-plane

sapphire is the appearance ofarnist of very small Ga precipitates (<100 g)
scattered throughout the volume of the crystal . These scatter light and

render the thicker samples con~ 1etely opaque to transmitted light. These

defects are al so associated wi th growth rate . In our CVD system the

growth rate Is directly related to the GaCI flow rate (MCi over Ga at 950°)

8 



not tothe NH 3 flow rate. For rapid growth of very thick c rys ta ls  we

increased the Ga transport rate, not the NH3 flow. Hence, it Is not sur-
prising that under such conditions free Ga forms on the growing surface and

gets incorporated into the growing crystal before it can react with NH3. We

should be able to avoid this disproportionation by increasing the NH flow

rate, but in the apparatus we now have we are already working close to its

maximum through-put rate for NH 3. Hence we should decrease the Ga
flow rate and thus the growth rate.. This does Indeed wo rk. Crystals

grown at growth rates between 1 and 2O~.gn/hr are free of such precipitates .

Note that such lowered growth rates are also needed to reduce the voids

discussed above.

Thus we are now able to grow very thick GeM layers , greater than
20O~im, on R-plane sapphire. A two—ste p process ( removing the sapphire)

eliminates the microcracks and slow growth eliminates the precipi tation
and greatly reduces the flutter of voids . These are now good singl e crys-
tals , wi thout grain boundaries or other gross defects . The only structural

defects that can be observed are microscopic basal plane stacking faults .

Since Si was removed as the major electrically-active impuri ty two

years ago, the resistivity of the (3aM no longer increases wi th thickness

once the samples are 1O—30~.un thick and It is only the nati ve donor which

controls the carrier density . Thus we no longer have the impetus to grow
very thick crystals, even though we are now able to do so; Our second CVD

apparatus for the routine growth of (3aM on R-plane sapphire now produces

such uniform crystals consistently at a growth rate of ZOWhr.
Finally , we note that the removal of all the defects discussed above

had no effect on the presence of the nati ve donor. The native donor density
In the routinely grown crystals is 10 —10 cm and the mobility is

consistently about 100 cm2/V-sec .

9 ,



CVO Growth Experiments: Basal Plane Growth, Carbon Dopi ng,

Two years have now passed since we made the decision to concentrate

on CVD growth on R-plane sapphire. Growth on that sapphi re orientation yielded

the fastest growing crystals. Since then, we have learned how to best clean

the substrata surface, how to eliminate SI contamination, how to avoid

cracks , voids and precipitates and the optimum conditions of temperature,

flow rates and sample placement geometry, to produce good crystals. W ith

this information, and knowing that many of our R—plane growth problems were

associ ated wi th the resul tant non-planar surface growth morphology, we de-

cided to re—investi gate CVD growth on other sapphire orientations. Avoiding

the conditions that normally result in precipi tation and ulcrocracks, we

found that of several orientations tried, basal plane sapphire gave excel-

lent results. Basal plane GaN grows on basal plane sapphire. Nucleation

forms Islands wi th basal plane surfaces. These eventually merge when

these Islands are at different heights, producing a planar, but stepped,

surface morphology. Good growth proceeds and the morphology does not

change. Growth rates of 30-6Oum/hr produce good crystals as defect free

as the best R-plane grown crystals and the morphology Is planar. The

planar surfaces, free of voids and overhangs, allow us to avo4d grinding and

etching s teps for preparing samples for electrical measurements. The native

donor density (1018-1019 cm 3) and mobility is identical wi th those in R—

plane grown samples . Thus we will now be growing basal plane (3aM as well

as (3aM on R—plane sapphire in our standard CVO growth apparatus. So far , the

only disadvantage of this is that basal plane sapphire substrates cost

three times as. much as R-plane wafers.

Last year’s Progress Report described our initial attempts at using low

temperature near gap photoluminescence to characterize impurities in as-

10
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grown GeM. One emission line was tentatively Identified with carbon on the

basis of circumstantial evidence: carbon should be an expec’ed Impurity and

the line was enhanced whenever graphite was used in the growth apparatus.

(This identification is confi rmed thi s year via the ion-Implantation re-

sults given below.) The photoluminescence l ine was Identified as a bound

exciton line, but its energy was too low to assign it as either a shallow

donor or as a shallow acceptor. Thus it had to be relatively deep. From

naive chemical arguments (co valent radius , electronegativity) we suspected

that,as a simple, isolated, substitutional defect, carbon should appear on

a N site rather than on a Ga site , and thus act as an acceptor. We were

looking for simple, easily handled accepto rs, to compensate the native donor

always present in our crystals. Carbon had the advantage that it was

easily compatible with our CVD growth method. Thus we decided to dope our

standard crystals during growth by introducing a metered flow of CH4 into

the reactor as a source of carbon. The photoluminescence of these samples

showed a strong increase in the line already tentatively identi fied as

carbon, showing that the identification was correct. However , the nati’ve

donor density did not exhibit any gross changes as determined by its bound

exciton spectra, nor was there any change in the shallow donor coricentra—

tions, as meas ured by the free electron Hall coeffi cient at room temperature .

However, there was an unexpected increase of the electron mobility from about

100 cm2/V—sec to almost 300 cm2/V— sec . From the bound exci ton spectra , car-

bon cannot be a shallow donor or a shallow acceptor. If it is a deep accep-

tor it should ei ther compensate the native donor , leading to a lower free

electron concentratfon anda lower mobility, or , i f  a chemical mass action

equilibri um Is operative at the growth temperature, it should enhance the

shallow donor density, but decrease the mobility . If carbon is a deep

donor It should either not affect the native donor nor the room temperature

11
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mobility or if a chemical mass action equilibrium occurs , It should de-

crease the native donor density leading to a lower electron density at

room temperature but a hi gher mobility . None of these four possibilities

agrees with the experiments. It is as if carbon were neither a donor nor
an acceptor, but simply gettered the crystal , improving the mobility. If

so, the luminescence line could not be due to a poi nt defect. Rather the

carbon would have to be part of an extended defect - perhaps if ft is

basically an acceptor , pai red with the native donor to yield an electrically

neutral isoel ectronic center. Al though carbon does not lead to lower

carrier densities, its role as an enhancer of mobility is i ntriguing and

is being pursued further.

Hig h Pressure N2 Synthesis and Processinq~

The central theme- of our program now is aimed at eliminating or at

least reducing the native shallow donor defect, perhaps a nitrogen vacancy.

Our approach Is to grow crystal s or to anneal CVO grown crystals under

varying pressures of N2 rather than NH3 and at temperatures that are suffi-

ciently high to allow rapid diffusion and equilibration . Under such condi-

tions, >1 1000, NH
3 

Is no longer stable.

During the past year we have received -the components of the high

pressure—high temperature system that was ordered last year. Thi~s con-

sists of a high pressure gas compressor (14,000 atm), two internally heated

vessels capable of sustaining l4000C at 10,000 atm and an externally heated

vessel (11000 at 4,000 atm). These are: In addition to a. 3,000 atm compressor

we al ready had.

The system was installed wi th its auxilia ry equipment, tested section

by section and then together. The :~xperiments were delayed, originally by

12
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malfunctions due to shipping damage, manufacturers ’ errors and our unfami-

liari ty with this equipment, and later by problems arising out of contami-

nation of gas, gas leakage in the vessels and in the compressor, corrosion

• of parts due to contamination, failure of the compressor due to gas scouring

~F the compression cylinders and other miscellaneous “bugs” .

In the first experiments, the externally heated pressure vessel was

used to anneal CVD grown GaN crystals at temperatures between 8000 and 10300

and N2 pressures up to 3,000 atm. Care was exerci sed to remove oxygen and

water vapor from the antient. These experiments had two purposes : to

deduce an accurage pressure—temperature phase diagram for the three—phase GeM—

Ga—N2 system to predict condi.tions for high pressure synthesis and annealing,

and secondly, to begin studying the direct effects of high pressure N2
anneals.

SEN analysis of the GeM surfaces before and after annealing provided

no evidence of whether or not the samples were dissociating, since similar

features appeared on the surface irrespective of whether the annealing was

done we ll above or well below the estima ted equilibrium pressure. Low

temperature photolumi nescence experiments showed no marked change in the

shallow donor density due to annealing. These negative results in these

early experiments at relatively low pressures and temperatures are not un-

expected. They were designed to give us experience with the use of the

equipment and with the surface effects on GeM crystals while the equipment

was being tested and calibrated into Its much higher pressure and temperature

regimes.

Recently, experiments we re begun in one of the two internally heated

vessels at higher pressures , taking precautions to preclude contamination

by O
~ 

or H20. A fused silica crucible containing Ga and occasionally a sapphire

substrate or a CYD grown GeM crystal is placed in the furnace . After

• 13
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applying N2 pressure (4,000 to 8,600 atm) the furnace is raised to the

anneali ng or growth temperature (960-1180°) held there for 3—8 hours , then

rapidly cooled and depressurized. The Ga mel t surface was Invariably

covered with a brittle crust containing sharply faceted crystallites (v1O& m

in size) and a large nunter of whiskers as seen by SEN and optical microscopy.

The surfaces of the sapphire substrates were covered by a uniform but thin

layer (l0—Z0~n) of faceted crystal . The areas of the samples were too small

for good x-ray identification or clear-cut electrical characteri zation, but

energy dispersive analysis in the SEN indicated that Ga is the dominant con-

stituent (N is not detectable) wi th Si and Al as trace contaminants . So

far the electrical measurements Indicate high resistivity (which is what we

are seeking), but on these thin polycrystalline layers this could be due to

the grain boundaries. SEN analysis of GaN grown on CVD (iaN substrates did

not indicate unequivocal features that could be attributed to either growth

or dissolution of the substrate. Therefore separate experiments are now

being done to characteri ze the surface of CYD grown substrates etched by

dissolution at low pressures and- in contact with Ga to catalyze dissol ution.

Preparations are now bei~ng made to grow GeM from a Ga so lut ion

of N2 with the solution in a thermal gradient.

Ion Impl antation

(iaN is invariably heavily doped n—type with lO~
8_ l0 19 native shallow

donor defects per cm3. At room temperature these are all ionized yielding

a corresponding concentration of degenerate free electrons . Thus the Hall
coefficient Is independent of temperature. We have shown previously that

Si Is also a shallow donor and that If care is not taken during growth, Si

will appear and enhance the al ready considerable electron density.
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In order to intentionally dope GeM, ei ther to compensate the native

donor electrically or to depress ft  via a chemical mass action law effect,

or to try to grow p—type material, one woul d like to Identify the elements

that are donors or acceptors, shallow or deep, perhaps thei r solubilities,

diffusion coefficients, etc . But thi s information cannot be obtained from

simple doping experiments followed by Hall measurements because of the

dominance of the native donor. From the literature, it is known that Zn

and Mg can somehow compensate GeM , but Zn-doped material sometimes comes

out n—type, sometimes high resistivity, wi th no simple theory explaining

the difference. Thus we wished to examine the behaviour of a number of

chemical elements simply to identify their electrical activity In (iaN.

Last year we showed that we could determine thei r behaviour even in the

presence of the native donor by using the resul ts of near bandgap low—

temperature photolurninescence. Photoluminescence is excited in (iaN by a

N2 laser and the penetration depth of the excitation is only uZ000A. Hence

ion implantation , which deposits dopants in a range of this order or some-

what greater is an ideal way to dope GeM for such measurements . Further, from

the fluence and the ion energy, the dopant profile is easily deduced. The

only problem remaining is to anneal out the damage caused by the high energy

parti cl es and “acti vate” the centers .

In pure as—grown CVD (iaN, the dominant near gap luminescence is due to

an exciton bound to the neutral shal low native donor. After Implanting with

Ar~ this luminescence disappeared. By studying the recovery of this band vs

temperature and time of annealing (in flowi ng NH3) it was found that a 3

hour anneal at 1000°C reproduced the original intensity. Furthermore,

when other implants were done producing other luminescence features, these

annealing conditions Invariably optimized the emission intensity. Thus,

15
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the annealing procedure was established.

The Ion implanted samples we report here were implanted for us by

Hughes Research Laboratories (with our grati tude to Dr. L. Anderson). These

incl ude C4, Si4, Ge4, Sn4, Be
4, Mg

4, Zn
4
, Cd

4, O~, S~, Li
4 , Na4, H4, N4 and

Ar4. Several fluences were used for each dopant spanning the l&8-l020cni 3

predicted concentration range at. the peak maximtwt and energies were chosen

to produce ranges of 2000 to 3000

Low Temperature, Near-edge Photo I umi nescence

Al though our primary thrust this year has been towards processing GeM

at high temperatures and high N2 pressures in order to gain some control

over the ubiquitous native shallow donor, most of the year has been spent

setting up, testing and calibrating the new system and data is only now

beginning to be obtained. However, we were fortunate in that our program

to characteri ze donors and acceptors in as—grown CVD crystals, in crystals

doped during growth and in ion implanted samples by the use of low tempera-

ture photoluminescence spectra has provided us with a weal th of new i nforma-

tion and this in samples where the nati ve donor masks all other impurities ,

at least to electrical measurements.

The spectra were recorded on a Perkin—El mer E-l f/8 spectrometer wi th

an RCA 1P28 photomultiplier, using boxcar Integration to Improve the signal-

to—noise ratio . Excitation above the band gap was by a pulsed N2 laser
(3371 A, IO~ W peak power , 10 ns pulses , 100 pps ) focussed onto the sample

ininersed in liquid He. Estimating a lifetime of -l0~~
0sec, we deduce a bul k

excitation rate of 4 x 1027 electron-hole pairs /cm3/ sec and a steady—state

free carrier excitation density of -‘1&7cm 3.
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The Interpretation of the resul ts is strikingly similar to those for

the It-Vt compound CdS and follows very closely the pioneering experiments

in CdS of Thomas and Hopfield, Wheeler and Dininock, and Reynol ds and co-

workers. In fact GaN and CdS are quite similar. Both are wurtzlte struc-

tur~ w1th high ionicl ty and both have very similar electron and hole effec-

tive masses . Only thei r bandgaps are different.

Previous work has measured the band gap of (iaN by absorption, and two

of the three expected free cxci tons by reflectivity, and the lowest energy

free exciton has also been observed in luminescence. Infrared reflectivity

of the coupled plasma— reststrahlen system yielded an electron effective mass

of 0.2, but a hole mass of about unity is arri ved at only by naive estimation .

From the bandgap at 4.. 2°K (3. 503 cv) and the electron mass (the hole

mass being much larger Is therefore unimportant) the binding energy of the

lowest free exci ton is calculated to be 30 rneV and the measured val ue is 28meV.

From the free carrier masses and the static dielectric constant we expect the

ionization energy of the shal lowest (effective mass) donors to be 30 meV and

the shallowest acceptors to be 150-300 meV . We expect most transitions to

be replicated at lower energies by the simul taneous emission of LU phonons

(90 meV). We also expect a Haynes Rule constant of 0.1 to 0.2 relating the

binding energy of an exciton bound to an neutral donor or acceptor to the

ionization energy of that donor or acceptor.

We start our analysis by considering the emission wi thin 300 of the

band edge from a series of CVO GeM crystals not intentionally doped and

grown under condi tions where SI contamination is low, so that the electrical
properties are completely dominated by the nati ve shallow donor (l018_ 1019

cm 3). More than a dozen emission bands are observed. Several of theni are

clearly 90 meV LU phonon replicas of other bands . The highest energy band

17
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at 3.4751 eV is present in most samples . It coinci des with the predicted

lowest free exci ton and agrees with that interpretation from previous re flec-

tivity spectra. Next come two lines 3.4710 and 3.4.691 eV close to the

predicted position for the decay of an exciton bound to a neutral , shallow,

effective mass donor. (These would be called 12 lines In Cd$). Two other,

but much weaker lines at lower energies, are associated with each of these

two bound excitons. As in CdS, we assume that these extra lines are due

to bound exci ton decay at a neutral donor, but that the final state of the transi-

tion leaves the neutral donor in an exci ted state. We note that the extended

cxci ted states of a donor are much more effective—mass like than the compact

ground state which may deviate from its effecti ve mass description by the

so—called central-cell corrections. Hence, we assume that the two exci ted

states we observe for each donor can be descri bed by a simple Rydberg series

corresponding to the nsZ and n~3 states . From the difference in energy

between these two lines for each donor we obtain a val ue of the electron

effective mass of 0.2, in agreement- w.ith our predictions. Finally, the dif-

ference between the n~2 and the non—hydrogenic nal ground sta te, when added

to the Rydberg difference between n~~ and n 2  gives us the ioni zation energy

of each of the donors. The resul ts then define the two donor ionization

energies: 34 rneV (very close to the expected ideal effective mass value

of 30 meY) and 50 maY. (We will show below that the fi rst is the native

shallow donor and the second is Si.) Both of these results produce a

cunsistent value of 0.12 for the Haynes Rule constant relating the exci ton

binding energy to the donor ionization energy.

Next, at lower energies we observe two bands (3.457 and 3.455 eV ) in

the vicinity of the predicted position for excitons bound to shallow neutral

acceptors. (These would be lines in Cd$). The intensity ratio between

these lines varies from sample to sample indicating that two independent

18
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acceptors are involved, but the lower energy line is usually much stronger.

No excited state replicas are observed. Hence we cannot deduce the ioni-

zation energies directly.

At yet lower energies we observe a very broad oscillato ry emission

complex which is simply a single broad band, strongly repUcated by the emission

of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 LO phonons. This structure and its pos ition is

the si gnature of a donor-acceptor pair band. An electron trapped on a

donor reconCines radlatively wi th a hole on an acceptor yielding an

emission energy E Eg — (E~ 4 E~) + e2/er. Here r is the separation

between the donor and the acceptor and ~ is the static dielectri c constant.

From the sta tistics of the pair distribution based on the known native donor

concentration and from the overlap of the donor and acceptor wave function

determined by the Bohr radius of the ground state of the shallow nati ve donor ,

we estimate the peak of the emission should correspond to a pai r separation
0

r between 100 and 200 A.

Next we repeat the experiment at 77°K. Here we expect the shallow

donor to be ionized. Thus the recontination involves a free electron in

the conduction band recon~ining with a hole on the acceptor. Then, comparing

the 770 and 4.20 results and using the known bandgap va riation wi th tempera—

ture, the mean kinetic energy of a free electron at 770 and an average donor

ionization energy between the two shallow donors for ED3 we deduce that the

acceptor binding energy ( the deeper acceptor of greater intensity) is 202 meV

and that the coulombic term in the pair recontination energy is 11 t I maY,

corresponding to a pai r separation at peak i ntensity of 140 (again close

to the CdS value). From this acceptor energy and the position of the deeper

acceptor bound exciton line we concl ude that the Haynes Rule constant for

acceptors is 0.1 Hence the shallower acceptor has an ioni zation energy of
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175 maY. We will show below that the deeper acceptor is Zn or Cd (both have

nearly Identical bindi ng energies) and the lower intensity acceptor is pro-

bably Ge.

Note that we now have a consistent picture establishing the Haynes Rule

constants for both donors and acceptors , wi th the data being internally

self—consistent and wi thin the limi ts of the theoretical predictions.

Now we turn to the doped samples. All of these samples always exhibit

the 3.4710 eV bound exciton corresponding to a donor Ionization energy of

34 meV. This must be the shallow native donor which dominates all our

samples in Hall and resistivity measurements.

We have previously shown that St was also a shallow donor and that

it was the dominant impuri ty in all our early CYD grown crystals. Thus~
comparing the spectra from these early crystals, with those from the low

Si later crystals, and wi th samples ion implanted with SI , we can identify

the second bound exci ton peak at 3.4.69 eV wi th a Si donor whose ionization

energy is 50 maY.

Continuing wi th the other ton implanted samples, one by one , using

the Haynes Rule constants al ready derived, and observing donor-acceptor

pai r band shi fts between different acceptors and donors and high temperature

free electron transitions , we deduce that both Zn and Cd are shallow acceptors

with identical binding energies of 200 maY. Ge is both a donor and an acceptor

with a donor energy of 67 maY and an acceptor binding energy of 175 maY. 5,

C, 0, Mg, Be are relatively deeper l evels where Haynes Rule shou’d no longer

be applicable. We wish to complete higher temperature experiments (free— to-

bound transitions) before concluding whether these are donors or acceptors

and what their binding energies are. Samples ion impl anted with Sn, Li , Na,

H and N are also being analyzed currently.
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Thus, the photoluminescence data of as-grown, doped during growth, and

ion implanted samples, when completed, should give us a comprehensive picture

of the electrical behaviour øf all simple doping elements In GaN in spi te of

all samples being electrically masked by the native shallow donor. In addi~
tion , this method allows us to easily monitor the native shallow donor and

may, via Zeeman and stress splitti ng experiments shed more light on the

physical structure of the native defect itself.

Electron—Hole Droplet Recontination, Stimul ated Emission and
Opti cally Pumped Ul traviolet GaN Lasers

To investigate the exci tation dependence of the photoluminescence

described above, the nitrogen laser was focussed to a very small spot on

the samples. At these very high pump densities , a new very broad emission

band was observed at energies ,just below the position of the shallow bound

exci ton lines. This band was observed irrespective of the specifi c sample

doping. At the highest pump densi ties it dominated the extrinsic spectra

and it exhibi ted line narrowing with increased exci tation, characteristic

of stimulated emission . Because the emission consisted of both spontaneous

and stimulated components occurring simultaneously and maki ng it impossible

to sort out the spectra, we decided to study the gain characteristics

separately. To do this we needed a reasonable optical cavity . As noted

earl icr, the surface morphology of the standard CYD crystal s grown on R-

plane sapphire is not p1 anar. Rather than remove the sapphi re from such

samples, polish, etch and cleave them, we decided to use some of the small

very planar platelets of Gail that frequently appear during CVD growth,

nucleating on the tip of the NH..~ inlet tube. In the fi rst experi ments a

one—sided cavity was formed. A single end mi rror was fashioned by cleaving
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one edge of the flat surface, or In some cases a naturally occuring facet served

just as well. The exciting nitrogen laser was focussed onto a vari able width

slit and an image of the slit was focussed onto the flat surface of the

crystal wi th the length of the slit perpendicular to the edge and the image

startüig at the edge. Stimulated emission , unencumbered by spontaneous

cmi ssi on was observed from the edge. By varying the 1 ength of the si ~ t the net

gain In the cavi ty could be varied in such a way as to determine the gain

spectrum.

The gain spectrum and Its temperature dependence are best interpreted

in terms of the electron—hole metallic droplet recombination mechanism,

where the very ionic nature of GaN enhances the stability of this phase

via the interactions of the electrons and hol es with the very polar LO

phonon. The large binding energy measured, 10 meV is in reasonable agreement

wi th a simple model for the droplet including this interaction and results

In a deduced low temperature liquid density of 4.4 x io 18 pai rs per cm3 and

lite phase diagram we construct from the data indicates the extremely high

critical temperature of 81~K, the highest such temperature yet reported in

any semi conductor.

By cleaving a second facet and focussing the ni trogen laser to completely

fill the planar surface between the two edges, a normal optically pumped

cavi ty is achieved and the spectra of the light emitted from ei ther of the

two edges as a function of pump density maps out the Fabry.-Perot cavity

modes at low pumping intensity and clearly indicates the onset of lasing In

one or several of these modes as the power is increased.

Laser threshold measurements vs. cavi ty length indicate high over-all

conversion efficiencies , quite comparable wi th good GaAs lasers at low

temperatures and losses In this spectral range of only about 75 cm 1. Again ,

when compared with the normal losses of typical GaAs lasers , about 30 cm~~,
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It is obvious that our GaN crystals are really very good, relatively defect-

f ree semiconductor crystals.

These results were obtained as a natural extension of the photolumi nescence

program described In the last section , but the reul ts do not help us very

much towards achieving the main goals of this contract. Therefore, we will
not belabor the description of these experiments, the results and their
interpretation. However, we attach, as an Appendix to thi s Report, a

complete account of this investigation for the Interested reader.
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STINULATED ENISS ION AND LASER ACTION

It was reported. that CaN has an external photolumin-

escence efficiency of about 5% at 730w and. 0.5% at room

temperature~~~~. We have found. similar photoluminescence

efficiencies at 4.Z°t (or 77~~) and. at room temperature .

CaN has been sho~~ to: be a. firect gap semicon&tctor with

3.S00- eV at Z°K. Furthermore, the occurence off very

• h..igh g2 {1? (g LQ~ 
-L ) in the stimui.ated. emission~ ~~

ind.icates that CaM is a potential. candidat. as a laser

material.

Sti~ .i.lated. emission and. laser action have recent1.y~
been. reported. by Dingle et al. They determined the excited

length and. pump power dependence of the stimulated emission

by gain ~easurements~~
3
~ at a temperature of ~~ only .

they did. not see any Fabry-Perot ~node structure- in the Laser

output and. did. not determine the cavity losses .

The present work represents- the first detai led study

of stimulated. emission. and. Laser action in gallium nitride

at bo th LHe (4.Z°!) and. LN~ 
(77°c) temperatures . In the

first section the experimental arrangements for the optical

gain. measurements are described.. These have enabled. i~s to

measure stimulated. emission at various excitation lengths ~

A l
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power densities. In. the Last section we describe the

results, including optical gain , the dependences of ex-

citation length and. power density, threshold gain , cavity

Losses, Fabry-Perot- mode structures , and the nature of

laser transition as due to electron-hole droplet recom-

bination.

A. Experimental Arrangements

We fabricated. Pabry-Perat structures on epitaxial

CaN and on. whisker CaN cr)rstaLs for the study off stimulated

emission and. laser action. Since epitaxiai. CaN is hard. to

cleave, most good. Pabry-Pero t structures were selected

from whisker (needle-like) CaN crystals . The cavities

had. lengths of 4.00 - 1.700 ~m Two cleaved. R (L I O Z)  plane

surfaces- defined. the cavity length 1., and the excitation ~
was on. a (1010) hexagonaL Lace of the crys tallites . Such.

a typical as-- grown structure is- shown in Scaxin in g Electron

Microscope and optical microscope photographs in Fig. 1.

After organic cleaning,, the whisker CaN sample was

• mounted. on. a. sample holder with silicone gr ease and im-

mersed in the ’ Liquid. helium. jewar. AlL temperatures

- 
. 

reported. are- sampL. tempera tures . For the pump intensity

used, sample heating is not. expected. to be significant.
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The experimental set up for gain measurements of the

stimulated emission is shown in Pig. 2 . The pump source

was 3371. ~ light from a pulsed (100 ICW peak power , l0~~ se~
duration tin, at repetition rate of 100 pps) M~ Laser .

The cross-section. of the Laser beam is rectangular with.

typical. d.imens ions of 5- x 0 .2  cm and. the int ens ity dis-

tribution. along the long dimens ion is uniform to within

2% .  The laser beam passed. through a variable attenuator-

neutral. dens ity filter (Ori el. Optics Corp.) and was

focused. to a. Line by a. cylindrical Lens . An. adj ustable

slit (Caertner Scientific Corp.) placed at the focal plane

of the cylindrical, lens was tised. to contro l the length 1.

of the exciting. beam . The slit was imaged onto the sample

by’ means of a spherical Lens .

Typically the excited region had. a width. of Les s than

100 ~.im and. a maximum length of about 2.0 tnn . tinder these

conditions the maximum- excitation intensity a: the sample

surface was 10 W/ 2 .. Cons idering the total, losses of

S0% (include 30% reflected by the CaN surface, 10% collec-

tive- losses and. 30% transmission losses in the c~uartz iewar

walls, lenses and. mirrors) , the absolute maximum excitation

intensity onto the Ca,N sample surface was about SMW/cm 2 .

The stimulated. emission emerging from the edge of the

sample , was focused. on the entrance slit of Perkin-Elmer

5-1 monochromator . The outpu t signal of the spectrometer
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was detected by a fast photomultiplier (RCA- LPZ S) and

averaged. by a fas t boxcar integrator (PAR model 160) with

an aperture t ine of 20 nsec, a time constant of 300 nsec ,

and a time base of 2. ~zsec. The pho tomu.Ltiplier should have

a. risetine short compared, to the pulse length of ~~~~~~~~~~~ sec ,

and should, have a. large maximum anode current for ease of

subsequent electronic signal. processing . ‘ The RCA-LP ZS

pho tomultiplier has the following characteristics: 9-stages ,

-modified. S-S (104) response of 2000-6500 ~ range, typical

gain. off 2 . S  ~ 10~~, anode pulse rise-time of 2 nsec, average
anode current of 0-. 5 mA and. a dark current of S nA at an

operating voltage of 1000 volts. Hence, this is a reason-

ably good. photomultiplier for detecting nsec-puLlsed signals.

There are two pulse amplifiers (ICeithley 109) between the

PMT and- the- Boxcar to multiply the signal by a factor of

100. The output signal was recorded. by a L ~ N chart re-

corder.

• B-.. Results

We have observed, stimulated. emission in. the 0.36 ~n

UV region from CaN whisker samples with. optical pumping at

Liquid He temperature as shown in Fig. 3 . Similar results

were obtain ed, at Liquid. nitrogen t emperature , as shown in

Fig. 4~ ,. with the Lines shifted. about 10 g toward. Longer
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wavelengths .. The- peak of the stimulated, emission occurs

at Longer wavelengths than the spontaneous luminescence.

The intensity of th. stimulated. emission increases more

rap idly’ than linear (sup.rlinear) with, increases of either

the excita~tion.Length or the excitation intensity .

The optical, gain can be obtained; from a plot of In I
irs . I.. The threshold. gain for lazing can be determined
directly’ from the plot of t irt . P. Total c~vity Losses of
about 70 cnt ’1~ can be. estimated. from the reflection losses
and. internal Losses as obtained, from a. plot of P

~b 
against

1/I. Pab ry-Perot mode structure has been observed with

high spectral resolution.. The nature of the laser tran-

sition. as deduced. to be by the electron-hole liquid. (niL)

model is presented. in t~~ next section.

1. Excitation length dependence and oDtical gain

The stimulated, emission spectra are shown in Figs . 3

and 4 as a. function of excitation length at 4.20K and. 77 01C,

respectively. Stimulated, emission can be identified as

stimulated, by the superlinear dependence of the output

intensity at long wavelengths with increasing excitation

length. Only the excitation. length was varied to produc e

the observed. shif t of emission to Longer wavelengths.

For shorter excita tion lengths , there is a. broad

shoulder on the Longer-wavel.ngth side of the stimulated.

emission. This broad. band. emission which peaks at 3390

19 
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and, its relationship to lasing in CaN is discussed. in the

next chapter.

Over the. region for which optical amplification

doitinates the output, I varies as 1(2.) ~ exp (gR.) where g

is the gain in, cm 1’ and, 2. is- the excitation Length. Using

this relationship, the- gain can be determined. directly

from th. slop, of the straight Line- portion (small 2. region)

of a. cur’re of Log t vs. Length 2. as s hown in Fig . 5 . It

indica tes-a net gain as high as LO S m ’1 at a. wavelength of

358S ~ at the ’ highest excitation power density of about

S MWfcm~ at 4..Z~t. As the excitation Length increases ,

Log t increases linearly’, ffoUow~d. by a region in which the

exponential variation saturates..

The’ optical gain can be seen to vary from S x l0~ to

LO~ cm ’1’ at 4.2 O~~ and. from~ 4. x to s x io 4. cm 1’ at

77°IC.

2. Excitation density dependence and. threshold gain

The near band.gap spontaneous emission at Low excita-

tion levels contains free exciton. Luminescence and various

bound. exciton. lines in CaN . At high excitation Levels

(about 1 MW/cm2) none of these emission lines were found

to be important because they do not lead directly to stim-

u.La:ed. emission. Instead, several new emission Lines

dominate the near bandgap spectra . They are located Lower

in. energy than. the bound exciton Lines.

A 10
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Detailed. s tudies of the spontaneous and, stimulated.

emission spectra have been made as a function. of excita-

tion level at temperatures of both 4.Z°K and 770K, as

s hown in Figs. 6, 7, and. 8. At 4.2°IC, the spontaneous —

emission spectra , corresponding to light emitted. from the

front surface of the crystal, exhibits a. sharp line at 3572

~. which has already been identified as recombination of

bound. excitons . The’ peak position of the BE does not shift

with increasing pump power density. A brao d, shoulder cen -

tered. about ~~~ ~ is presumably due to electron-hole liquid

recowbina.tion and. is probably the origin of the laser tran -

sition..- This is discussed. in the next chapter.

Stimulated, emission from the cleaved. edges was rnea-

SUred. at right angles to the pump beam and. its peak occurs

at longer wavelengths than the spontaneous emission. The

peak of the stimulated. emission shifts to- longer wavelengths

with increasing excitation power density as shown in Fig .

~~. These two- effects are characteristic of stimulated

emission in a. rather large clas s of und~ped semiconductors

such as CdS and GaAs.

The peak intensities of th. spontaneous emission at

3572 ~ and the stimulated emission at 3385 ~ are shown in

Pig. ~~ as a. function of excitation power density at ~L 2 °iC.

The excitation. dependence’ for spontaneous emission ap-

112
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proaches a linear dependence. The intensity of the

st imulated. emission increases more rapidly than linear

(superlinear) with increasing excitation intensity. This

superlinear dependence’ establishes the existence of stim-

ulated emission.

The peak hai.,f-widths (PWHZ4) of the spontaneous and.

stimulated emissions are shown in Pig. 11 as a function of

excitation power density at 4..Z °F .  The spontaneous emis-

sion band. exhibits a. half-width of about 40 - SO over

th. entir. range of pump power density described here . The

half-width of the stimulated emission peak decreases

abruptly from about 40 ~ at Low - excitation intens ity to

about 7 at high excitation. intensity at the threshold

pumping power for laser oscillation. Furthermore, at low

• pump ing power there is spontaneous emission emitted in all

directions , whereas at the higher- powers the emission is

stimulated. emission..

From the plot of I vs.- P we can determine directly

the threshold, pumping power density for lasing. The cxci-

tarion. dependence for different cavity lengths, L a 400-

1700 sam, at both 4.ZO
~ and. 77°E are shown in Fig. 12 and

13, respectively.. Th. threshold. pump ing power densities

are 1.55, 1.10, 0.35 and. 0.75 MW/~~
2 at 4..2 0X and 1.65, 1.10,

a.9a and. 0.80 MW/ 1 at 77°IC, corresponding to cavity Lengths

4.00, 750, 1200 , and. 1700 in, respectively .:
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3. Cavity Losses

For a resonant Pabry-Pero t cavity, the threshold condi-

tion for laser oscillations.- is very simple. ft contains the

optical gain g (cm)’), the internal laser losses (free

carrier absorption ,- penetration losses , diffraction and.

defect-center scattering Losses), and. the reflection Losses

due to the reflectivity coefficient R. at the laser ends .

At threshold , the’ total gain in the structure mus t
eq~p.al the sum of total internal and. end. Losses, i.e.,

a 

~ ~~~ 
The threshold. condition for the laser cavity

is given by:

— 1 (10)

ORL (g-o.~~~e e

— lit .  LaJ. / P.. 3
~ th (1 1)

Finally, the threshold. pumping power density equation is

given by:

Pth a 
~~/3 ~ I lL. (1/3 Ln l/R) ( 12)

where 
~th 

threshoLd gain -

a threshold. for pumping power density

3 — gain factor

• internal laser Losses -

cavity length

R • reflectivity of the ends of the cavity
A 22
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We have studied. the dependence of on laser cavity

length,. 1, as shown in Table 1 . Equation (12) predicts

a. linear dependence. Figure 14 shows experimental results

at both 4.Z°E and. 770X. for a set of GaN whisker laser

cavities ‘.itfr-different cavity lengths (400 urn to 1700 urn) .

As can be seen, the Linear relation, holds very well

at beth 4.Z.°t and. 71~~ . With shore pulses of 10 as dura-

tion and. a. repetition rate of 80-100 pps , samp Le heating

could. be neglected. even, at the highest power densities.

This dependence indicates that the gain, is LinearLy depen-

dent on. the excitation power density both at ~~~~~ and at

77~~.
The reflectivity of (‘aN at 3.45 eV in energy is about

LS%~ 
4 j

• Thus we can estimate reflection losses to be

about 50 cm’1. We note from Pig.. 14 tha t , f or a given

cavity length, e.g., 4. x L0~~ cm, the threshold power

density increases slightly from 1.53 MW/ cm2 at 4~.Z°1C to

about 1.65 MW/cm~ at 770~~• The corresponding gain factor

- .  8. decreases from 47.43 cm/NW to 44.64. cm/NW, and.- the internal

Loss, factor increases from: 24.14. cm 1 to- 23.89 cm ” 1 . ft

is clear that the threshold pumping power densities for

Laser action and the total cavity losses are almost the

same both. at ~~~~ and. ar 77°IC. 
~th should increase at

temperatures greater than 77°tC .

A 23
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TABLE 1 -

DEPENDENCE OP T~~ TBRESHOL.D PUMPING POWER DENSITY 
~th ~~~LASER ACTION ON THE CAVITY t.ENGTB t.

(1) at 4.

L. (~m) 1/1 (cm ’1) ~th C t)  thCMW/cm2)
1700 5.9 IS 0.75
1200 &.33 1.7 0.85

750 14.1 22 1.10
400 15.0 11 1.55

(2) at 77~?~

t (j~rn) I/L. (cm”1) ~th (%) 
~th CNW/ Z

1
170Q 5.9- 16 0.30
1200 8.33 1.8 0.90
750 14..I 22 1.10
400 ZS.a 33 1.65

- 
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4 .  Fabry-Pero t mode- structure

a. Calculation of mode separation

A standing. wave is prod.uced. in a Fab ry-Perot

cavity only if its length L contains an integral number

of hall-wavelengths , the wavelength measured inside

the medium. Thus , nL a m (X/2),. where X is the wave-

length in vacuum, n. is the index of refraction of the

medium, and m is the integral order number . For m > 1

the wavelength separation b etween two modes is then,

X~/2L(n. - X(dn/d.’~) ) ,  where in general. a is a.- function

of wavelength. For the lasing wavelength 3395 ~~~~, 1.

400 ~.im:,. and. n 2 (as suming it to be independent of

wavelength) , we- can estimate a. mode spacing of about

0.8- ~

b. Experimental results:

With high. spectral. resolution (0.23 a.) , the laser

lines do indeed. exhibit the familiar Pabry-Pero t

cavity m ode structure, typical examples of wh ich are

shown in. Figs . 15 and. 16 . We found. that it consists

of fourteen equally spaced. modes (mode *3 and. *13 are

missing for some unexplained reason) whose separation

is about 0.8 - 0.9 ~~~~, in agreement with the calculated

va.tu. of mode spacing . The peak positions of the

lasing modes ar. shown in Pig. 17 as a. linear €unction
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of the mod.. number. Becaus e the cavity is not a

simple Fabry-Perot structure , there- are cavity length

I. variations with different excitation pene tration

depths. This effect could. give rise to the broadened

mode structure we observed..
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ELECTRON-EWLE LIQUID ~E~~~ INATION

A. Ga in Spectra And Nature Of The Laser Transition

In this chapter, we will try to understand. the nature

of the lasing transition in CaN . We have described the

gain. eeasurement.s on GaN whisker samples in the previous -

chapter . The origin of the stimulated. emission is due to

th. broad. emission. band. which extends up to about 6 S meV

below the fr..- exciroa tin.. (Egx) at 4.Z
0IC and. the lower

~.sed. excitation Levels. Thes. optical gain, measurements

show tha t the emission. spectra alone are not sufficient

to analyz. th. optical transitions involved at high cxci-

ta.tion. levels . t: was found. that the optical gain in CaN

with. its particular wavelength , and, intensity dependence

can distort the spectra of the emission peaks considerably.
Therefore, physical conclus ions as to the transition p ro-

cesses involved should. be based on the spectral gain pro-
file.

The gain. spectra of the stimulated emission peak was

obtained. by analy:ing. the luminescence intensity ‘irs. exci-

tation length. data as first described by Shaklee and

Leheny~~3”. The complete gain spectra for CaN at both

4- .Z°
t and , 770~ are presented. in. Pig . 18 as a function of

wavelength below th. band. gap .
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The gain distribution is asy~~.tr-ic with a. long wave-

length tail. Over the range of pump power dens ity investi-

ga-t ed. (0.5 - 5.0 MW/cm 2), there is no measurab le gain at or

above the band.ga-p for either temperature . In ad4ition, the

peak of the gain, spectra does no t- shift appreciab ly when

the’ excitation intensity is varie d. by a. factor of 10. The
gain Iinewid.th ,. measured. fro m the high-energy edge to the

low-energy edge’ of the gain. spectra , is also independent of

the pump power density at 4.2.°K . - From the -. above experi-

menta l results ,. we have stro ng evidenc e to presume that the

electron-hole liqui d. (9!L) exists in. this polar semicond.uc-

tar,. CaN. This origin. of the laser trans ition , based on

recomb ina-tion. in. a degenerate electron-hale liquid is a

more reasonable explanation than one based on an exciton-

exciton. interaction. process~ ~

B~. ~eview- of Elect-ron--I~ole Liquid

1. ~ fL in indirect ~ap semiconductors

The phenomenon of EHL formation in. highly excited

indirect semiconductors Like a. and. Si is now well under-

stood both. experimentally and. theoretically~ ~~~.

Et is known that non-equilibrium electrons and. holes

in. semiconductors are bound in excitons at low tempera-

tures by the Coulomb attraction between. them. In fact ,

A 33
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almost all the electrons and holes are bound into excitons

withi n. a few mW/cm2. At high exciton, concentrations ob-

tained. by increasing the intensity of the exciting ligh t ,

the interactions between them leads -to the formation of a,

collective phase of electrons and holes.

tn l~6& ~eldysh first suggested that free excitons

(P!) of sufficient densities could, condense into a degen-

erate electron-hole p lasma,. which is electrically conducting,

in. order to exp lain anomalous pho-toconductivity observed in

(e .  Although the’ analogy is not. exact, the phenomenon of

!HL is roughly- analogous to the condensation of waver vapor

in-ta fog droplets.

Exciting light incident on. a pure crystal is absorbed

near the surface, generating free electrons and. holes ;

these quickly form: excitons, which diffuse up to a inilli-

meter or so away from: the surface. 
- 
A droplet embryo m ay be

formed, f-ram a statistical fluctuation in the exciton density

in a. pure crystal. U the radi us of the droplet embryo is

Large r than the critical radius (-0 .05- ~m ) ,  it can grow to

observable macroscopic metallic liquid, drop s containing

equal numbers of electrons and holes.

Both the FE and. the EHL will decay due to the anhila-

tion of electron-hol, pairs . The pho-toluminescence spec-

trum of FE and. EHL in. Ge (or Si) at an optical excitation

134
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jus t above thre shold. for the form ation of the dro p phas e ,

shows the broad. Line shape characteristic of the metallic

drops. Detailed. analysis yields the Fermi energ y E~ and

the condensation energy ~~.-, The stability of the EBL is str ikingly dependent on

band. structure.- In. Ge and. Si, the- complication in. the

band stru cture turns out to be favorable for condensation.

And. this is- why the Luminescence du. to EHL was originally

observed. only in. Ge’ and. Si. The four equivalent valleys

of Ge’ and. six valleys of Si in. the conduct-ion. band effec-

tively reduce the elect-ron. Fermi energy by a factor of

(4,)
2/3’ a.~~ ( 6) l/ ~ respectively. The mulriiralley struc-

tur. and. mass anisa-trapy of Ge and. Si together with their

indirect bandgap , are respons ible for the observed. stability

of EHL in these crystals.. Both Ge and . Si are indirect

bandga-p semiconductors , that is , electron-hole radiative

recombination. must be accompanied by the generation of a

Lattice vibratiou~. a. plionon. This reduces the transition

probability and. gives longer exciton lifetimes , which is

favorable for drop formation..

2. EHL in polar semiconductors

For direct band. gap semiconductors like GaAs and CdS

th. calcu lation of the E1-!L b inding energies by 3rinknan

and. Ricer 7) was not encouraging . Becaus e the small elec-

tron effective mas s- and. the single conduction band minimum

were unfavorable for EHL b inding .
A35
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In. the case of GaAs, the conduction band. has a simple ,

spherical, parabolic band. shap e, and. the electron effective

mass is very small. (— 0 . 0 7  in0) .  - So it can not reduce the

kinetic ener gy sufficiently, and. the condensation of the

non-equilibrium: car riers in this sem:icondi~c-tor does not

Lead. to an. energy lowering at any concentration of excicons ,

i.e. the binding energy per electron-hole pair in the plasma

is close to that of the free excitozi . In addi tion , GaAs

has a d.irec band. gap with no phonon assistance during re-

combination. Hence it does not have a long enough exciton

life-t ime to form a. drop. ~o it is hard. to observe EHL in

GaAs,. CdS etc.

aecently-, it ~as been shown theoretically by’ G . 3eni

and r.- M. Rice’~ ~ that the electron-phonon interaction

play s an important role in the stabilization of the ~~L

phase in polar semiconductors. They have calculated the

gr ound.-s-tate energy of the EHL including coupling to 10

phonon , and found. tha t the- polar coupling increases the

stability of the Liquid. phase relative to excitons . They

have also applied -the theory to AgBr and. to direct bandgap

se~iconduc-tors Like CdS, CdSe and, ZaS; and, found that the
EHL is strongly bound in. CJS and. AgBr but only weakly so

in. CdSe.
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A similar conclusion has been reached by Keldysh and.

5iUn~ 
9 )

• Recently, M. R~sler and. P . immer-mann~’°~
have- reported phase diagr am calculations of EHL in excited

direct gap semicond.uctors. Results were given for CdS,

CdSe, Zn.5, GaAs and. Cd.Te. - -

Experimental, identifications of the EHL phase in. such

highly excited. polar semiconductors as cdS~ ’1’14 
~~ , CdSe~ 

U),

GaAs~~
’5
~ and. AgBr~~

6
~ have been reported recently and. these

measurements are in. good. agreement with the calculations of

Beni ~ Rice and. Rosier ~ Zi ermann as shown. in. Table 2

The domina~nt- effect of both electron—electron and,

electron-phonon. interaction is to add a self-energy shift

to the bare band. energies. Usually, the self-energy is

screened by the coulomb interaction. In polar crystals

screening is due to lattice vibrations as well as to the

electronic excitation . The self-energy shift which is the

sum of exchange and correlation energies has only a weak

k-dependence and does nor change much with remperature~
7 )

.

Therefore , the shifted. energy- gap can. be calculated. by

taking the Lowest-order diagram with the interaction

screened by the dielectric f-unction only at zero tempera-

ture and a: the Fermi-momentum related to the density via

n k~
3/3ir1.
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The self-energy shift due to an anisotropic energy 
-

band with. longitudinal and. transverse effective masses

comes out to be the polaron. shift without excitation.

The Elil energies should be related to the exciton energy:

• E SE *~~ ‘~~- E  ( 13)ex j x

Finally, the binding energy of EHL with respect -to the

exciton gas is given by

- E  - (L-~)x a, m3.n.-

where E~ am ., the minimum of the ground.-sta:e energy of

EHL is measured. f-ron a plot of vs •

The standard. way to investigate the ~HL in highly

excited semiconductors is to measure the Luminescence spec-

tri . The EBL peak shows up as a broad. band with increasing - -

excitation. For the direct band. gap semiconductors , gain

measurements have proved to be a very powerful tool for

investigating EHL~
17 -~ because -the EHL creates a population

inversion -resulting in. large op tical gain.. The normal

recomb ination L~~inescence spectra will be distorted due

to the wavelength dependent amplification of luminescence .

Therefore , luminescence- studies are unreliable for deter-

mining. EHL properties. However, th. gain spec tra can be

used. directly -to establish the dis tribution of excited

states in the direct gap crystals .

1 39
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Since the absorption changes s ign at b.’-~ • ~~i ,T) for

all temperatures, the position of the chemical potential can

be determined. When this cross-over point remains fixed in

energy over a large region of excitation intensity there

is strong evidence that E11L wi-tb. an equilibrium density

n(t) is formed. At zero - temperature, ~&(n ,T) for the equil-

ibriun density ~~0
, ~~~~ coincides with the minimum of the

EHL ground-state energy E
~ ~~~~ 

and. this is the way the

experimental value for the binding energy of EHL ii is de—

duced.

• Eg~ - ~L (n 0 , O°K) A(FE) - (15)

The- line-width of the- gain spectrum is usually taken as’ the

Fermi energy ~~~ and. the excited carr ier dens ity n is cal —

culated. from this value for given temperature and the known

band. masses . Determination of the b inding energy of EHL

and the Fermi energy from the theoretical prediction and.

from the experimental gain spectrum are shown in Fig. 19

3ecause some parameters of GaN are unknown at present ,

the theoretical predictions of the binding energy and the

Fermi energy far EHL formation in CaN , based on the 3eni ~
Rice method , have not yet been developed.

The band. structure of CaN is very similar to those of

CdS and. ZnS .. So we can estimate the values of the binding

14 0
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• polaron shift
• ch~ tl cal potenti l

a binding energy of FE
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(a) Theoretica l prediction : * — 
cC 

—
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• 

- 
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(b ) experimental data : 
~ 

* —

Fig. 19 Determination of the Lilt, binding energy from the theoretical

prediction and the experimental gain spectrtim.
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energy ~ (—7-13 ineV) , the 1.i4uid. density 
~~ 

(-4-5 x 1018

the critical density 
~c 

(0.84.4 X io18 ~~~3) ~~d.

the critical temperature I
c- 

(_ 3Q 0~~)

C. EHL Model Zn CaN

Our data can be best described by an EHL bound by

1.0 meV with a. Fermi energy of SE meV .

Zn Fig. 18 the energy difference bet’~een. the high-

energy edge of the- gain, spectra and the free-exciton energy,

corresponding to the EHL binding energy, is given as :

~p (~HL) • 3.477 eV (3365 ~~~ ) 
- 3 . 4 6 7  eV (3573 

~
.)

10 meV ~

At 0°1C the ga..tii lineuidth corresponds to the sum of the

carrier- Fermi energies. This is directly related to the

carrier density xx~ w-ithmn, the EHL drop. At high tempera-

t-ures, the thermal excitation of the Fermi system modifies

the distribution of carriers, but the gain linewid.th is

still equal to the sum of the carrier Fermi energies . The

gain spectra of Ga.N at 770~ for different pump power den-

si-ties P(%) are shown in Pig.ZO Here the gain lmn.ewidths

are significantly reduced with decreas ing pump power

density, but their half-widths (PW~ 4) of remain almost con-

s tant .
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For CaN, ‘the combined. Fermi energy of electrons and
holes at I • 0°E is

E~ (O) • -~~ ir) (3ir n0) (16)

where m
e- ~ 0.2

• c%,~~~) L/3 
• (5 x Q • 3 2) 1113 

• 1.48

Thus ,

E~(O) — 2 .05 x i0”~~ ~~~~ (17)

Prom this equation, we- can estimate the expected Linewid.-th

for a plasma having an average density S~ corresponding to

the excitation density, assuming the carrier Lifetime to
be 10 ’

~~ sec and the excitation. penetration depth of about

lO~~ cm .-

It is clear that the measured Linewid.th at 4 .Z °~ j

independent of the pump intens ity , and. is much broader at
low pump intensity than expected. for a simple plasma with
density ~ (cm 3) as shown. in. Fig. 21.. The data of Linewid,-th

SE meV are- best fitted. with a. fixed. density n0 • 4-~ 4. x iø13

which is the carrier density within the drop a: I 0°IC.
At 77°K the measured Linewid-th drop s rapidly as the pump

intensity is d.creased

The Fermi energy E~ is assumed. to be fixed , consistent

with a. cons tant value- of ~~~,
. Strictly speaking this is true

only at I O°~Z. For finite temperatures , a correction to

A 44
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the Fermi energy is necessar y due to the variation of

with temperature at cons tant density , and , also due to the

change of n itself with temperature since a(T) itself is

determined. by minimizing the total, free energy P of the

system.

For the case where ~ n0 (~~~~ 
a L01.~ cm 3) tb.e pump

laser can generate an. excitation density greater than the

Liquid density ’ and. we observe less temperature variation

of the gain. Linewid.th. In. this case, the observed red,uc-

tion of Linewid.-th with. temperature can be determined by

calculating the thermal variation of the sum of the elec-

tron and hole Fermi energies for constant carrier density,

i.e. n(T) a. c-oust. — n0. The correction to with temp-

eratur e for constant density n~ is well-known from statis-

tical, mechanics. This is equivalent to the familiar Soin-

inerfeld. term --,r2(lc3T) 2/L2E~ for a. free- electron gas , and

is given by
2 (k T) 2

6E~(t) — -~~~~ E~
(O) ( 13)

E;(O) E~
(O)

It is shown by the dashed curv e in P ig . 22 .

For the case where- ~ <ne, the correction -to due to

variation of n(T) with temperature is a. more important cor-

rection. and. can, be evaluated from. thermodynamics, i.e., the
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thermal expansion of the e-h liquid. - We can write an exp an-

sion. to- secondorder in. I for the free energy per pair F of
the El-U. using the Landau. theory of the Fermi liquid.

F(n,T) 50(n) - ¼i’(n)(k3T)
2 (19)

where E0(n) is the ground.-s ate energy per pair as a func-

tion of e-K pair density in the drop . The second term

essentially correspond,s to an. entropy contribution -IS

with the entropy Linear in temperature, S • yT , character-
- istic~ of a metal. The coefficient y (n )  is given by

* 
1 (~~)

213 (m ~ 
~~dh~ 

(2 0)

Equation (1.9) can be expanded. to second order about the

equilibrium density 
~~

F(n,T) — E~(%) -
~~ ½E”0(n-n 0)

2 - ~ty( ri) (k 3T) 2 ( 21)

where primes denote derivatives w.r.t. a evaluated at r~~.

By minimizing. P(n.,T) in. equation (21) :

• 0 at ~ -

— 0 E~(n-n0) - ‘rr ’(n) (k3T) 2 (22)

The variation of density with temperature is then :

~~ 
~Y C t~1 (1c31) 2 (23)
‘ 0

A 48
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By combining Equations (13) and. (23), it can be seen that 
-

the Fermi energy E~(T) at arbitrary I is

2 (Ic3T) 2 , (k 1) 2

Ep CI) • E~ (O) (1. - 
e Eh 

-~~ ~~
‘ 

~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~ ,, (24)

0 0

For convenience in discussing the experimental data-

we introduce the prefactors &~ and. ~~ according to

n0(L ( 2 3)

E
~
(T) * E~(O) (1. - ~~(~~T) Z) (2 5)

Finally, we can estimate the value of and.

• 0.0145 t 0.0013

— Q.0U6 -t 0.0005 (mev) 1

Now , we can. estimate the critical temperat~~e using

the equation as follows: -

* 

~~ 
(1. ~1(k3Tc-)

2) (27)

where mc- is graphically estimated. by the value of 1 3  x

cm’3, which is indicated. by the arrow-head in Fig. 21. -

Therefore, the critical temperature I
c- c-an b e determined

from Equation (27) to be 31°IC. The Liquid-gas coexistence

curve in the phase diagram of CaN is shown by the plot of

v’s. a/n.0 in Fig. -23.
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In conclus ion , by’ analyzing the spectral and temper-

a-tiire dependence of the laser transition we deduce that it

is due to electron-hole-Liquid. recomb ination. It is iden-

tified here for the first time in CaN , a. relatively polar

semiconductor. A bind.ing energy of 10 meV’, a very high

critical temperature- Of 8l°~ ,. and a i.ow temperature liquid

density of 4.4 x 10~~ cm 3 are deduced and provide strong

evidence for the proposed. mechanism of the transition.
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